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1. Introduction
Conscience International (CI) in collaboration with CIVICUS: World Alliance for Citizen Participation
organized a Strategy Workshop for Civil Society Actors from Africa during the 53rd Ordinary Session of
the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR) in Banjul on 9 April 2013. The workshop
which brought together 55 participants from 16 countries in Africa, aimed at consolidating the plan of
action for the “African Forefront Rights Defenders” and building the capacity and skills of civil society
organizations to effectively use the African and international human rights system in their work towards
human rights promotion and protection on the continent. The workshop also aimed at strengthening
the African Forefront Rights Defenders which was created in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso in July 2012
through engagements in discussions with civil society actors from other parts of Africa. At the end of the
workshop, participants agreed to join the “African Forefront Rights Defenders” network. The workshop
was organized by Conscience International (CI) with the financial support of CIVICUS: World Alliance for
Citizen Participation.
Human rights defenders are women and men working for the promotion and protection of nationally,
regionally and internationally recognized human rights, including those working on civil and political
rights as well as economic, social and cultural rights through peaceful means as recognized by the UN
Declaration on Human Rights Defenders adopted on 9 December 1998.
The workshop was commenced with welcoming remarks by the Coordinator of the workshop, Mr. Shaka
Ceesay, officially opening the workshop and thanking participants for their attendance. In his brief
speech he described the idea of the workshop as follow up event to the “Regional Workshop on
Enhancing the Capacity of Human Rights Defenders to Monitor Public Policy and Respond to Threats in
West Africa, Burkina Faso, 2 to 3 July 2012. He explained that the workshop was organized based on
recommendations contained in the Plan of Action that stressed the need of capacity building among civil
society actors and enhanced efficiency in their work. He encouraged participants to actively involve
themselves in the workshop sessions and to learn from each other.
After the welcoming remarks, the participants were asked to introduce themselves and to provide
information about their area of work and their experience as human rights defenders in their respective
countries. Many of them described challenges of defending rights in their countries which commonly
include harassment, cruel and degrading punishments, torture, intimidation, arbitrary arrests,
extrajudicial killings and detention in unauthorized detention centers. Sometimes they are subjected to
dehumanizing and demoralizing public treatment including smear campaigns, political persecution and
vilification.
The participants were then briefed on the content of the workshop and encouraged to shape the
outcome by interacting with the resource persons and among themselves as much as possible. The
workshop sessions were focused on three key topics namely; The enabling environment for Civil Society
in Africa, Freedom of expression, association and assembly, and Networking, advocacy and enabling
strategies to engage the African Commission and UN mechanisms (the agenda of the workshop and list
of participants can be found in the Annex of this report).
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2. The enabling environment for Civil Society in Africa
This session of the workshop commenced with a presentation by Clement Voule, Programmes Manager
at the International Service for Human Rights (ISHR), based in Geneva, Switzerland. Mr. Voule’s
presentation sought to introduce and deepen participants’ knowledge on the challenges and
opportunities faced by civil society actors in Africa. Mr. Voule stressed that civil society work deals with
various issues in Africa, such as channels dealing with government, guaranteeing rights, including
freedom of expression and other fundamental rights stipulated in the African Charter. He added that
there are various international conventions relating to human rights that governments need to
implement. He further noted that the mechanisms that governments use to affect the work of civil
societies are usually legislations. “There are laws recognizing the work of civil societies, but are not in
practice”.
During the discussions, participants gave accounts of the challenging situations they find themselves in
promoting and protecting human rights and stressed that the opportunities are very limited and
probably not even there to support their work. Participants in their contributions maintained that most
political challenges confronting the media and civil society actors are mostly because Governments want
to continue ruling and do not want critics. As a result they come with laws that favor their interest,
regardless of civil society’s plights. A participant from Ethiopia in his comments, among others lamented
on the lack of access to funding for some civil society actors, making their work very difficult.
3. Freedom of expression, association and assembly
This session was facilitated by Ms. Corlett Letlojane, Executive Director at the Human Rights Institute of
South Africa (HURISA). This session dealt specifically on freedom of expression, access to information
and assembly. Attentions were drawn on methods civil societies can use to have access to information
that they can share for public consumption with a view to ensure transparency. Ms. Letlojane stressed
that human rights are something we are born with, that’s why when a baby is born they cry, without
which something may have gone wrong with that child. She mentioned that there are declarations
guaranteeing those rights, including freedom of information which she referred to as the first
generation rights, which is with a very long list. She stated that there are no hierarchies of rights, which
are indivisible, and are made to be important; with principles contained in protocols and conventions,
including the international covenant on civil and political rights. She added that State parties need to
ratify these covenants, and when they are passed, they need to be implemented. She buttressed views
from participants that laws should be articulated after they are made, to help people know about them;
making reference to government budgets and programs. This she believes will help people know if there
are corruptions, or other related issues. Civil societies need to have a plan of action to find ways and
means of working with governments. Many civil society activists do not know whether they deserve
certain rights from government. “We are talking of violations of human rights, and this is mainly because
people are not educated about their rights and how to make good use of them,” she noted.
A Liberian participant spoke of progress made in influencing policy makers to pass laws in Parliament,
but lamented challenges in the process, and complications in implementing enacted laws. However, it
was uphold that every country must have a law that protects fundamental rights, that is why there are
national human rights institutions mandated to promote those rights.
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4. Networking, advocacy and enabling strategies to engage the African Commission and UN
mechanisms
The last session of the workshop was facilitated by Mr. Gaye Sowe, Senior Legal Office at the Institute
for Human Rights and Development in Africa (IHRDA) based in Banjul – The Gambia. Mr. Sowe’s
facilitation was centered on introducing and deepening participants’ knowledge on networking,
advocacy and campaigning as well as enabling strategies to engage the African Commission and UN
mechanisms in the quest to protect human rights. The presentation was followed by a lively discussion
among participants and the realization of the importance of paying more attention to developing skills
and technicalities involved in engaging the African Commission and UN mechanisms on personal and
organization level. Participants believed that education and awareness creation will help civil societies
play their role more effectively in areas of networking and advocating to effect positive change.
5. Evaluation
Participants were randomly selected for personal interview at the end of the workshop to assess the
content, facilitation and coordination of the workshop. With regard to content, the majority of
participants commended the relevance of the topics addressed since they addressed the kind of
situations they live in. Several participants emphasized the need for extended training on the regional
and international human rights mechanisms and litigation before the African Commission and UN
bodies. The facilitation by the resource persons was also ranked positively. General comments related to
the appreciation of the fact that each participant was given an opportunity to participate during the
workshop. The coordination of the conference was ranked positive with most participants happy about
the services offered at the hotel especially the meals and refreshments. It was recommended that the
coordination team should work hard to establish a functional Secretariat of the “African Forefront Rights
Defenders” to administer membership activities and most importantly the sharing of information as well
as the coordination of follow up activities.
6. Conclusion
It can be said that the objectives of the Workshop were achieved. Participants, many of whom had no
knowledge about the existence of the various regional and international mechanisms, received relevant
information and resources through this workshop. As part of the material provided to the participants,
they received vital references assisting them in broadening their knowledge about their work. Several
participants clearly stated that the newly gained awareness on networking, advocacy and enabling
strategies to engage the African Commission and UN mechanisms have given them an opportunity to
improve on their skills and face the challenges ahead.
As an organization, CI benefited immensely from the participants’ expertise and their various
organizational backgrounds clearly depicting the wide range of human rights work and the specific
challenges they face in their different countries. The participants’ contributions to the discussion were
keenly noted by CI and will inform future program planning to enhance the relevance of the African
Forefront Rights Defender’s work for Civil Society Actors in Africa.In line with the aim of the workshop,
CI considers this workshop to have achieved its objectives. Future similar activities will be planned in
light of the lessons learnt during this event having proven the importance to take knowledge to Civil
Society Actors and thereby strengthening their potential to carry out their work effectively.
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Annex 1. Agenda
TIME

ACTIVITY

12:00-12:15

Arrival of participants /Registration

12:15-12:30

Introduction

12:30-12:40

Statement from CIVICUS and Conscience International (CI)

12:40-13:30

The enabling environment for Civil Society in Africa
Presenter: Clement Voule
Discussions

13:30- 14:10

Lunch Break

14:20-15:10

Freedom of expression, association and assembly
Presenter: Corlett Letlojane
Discussions

15:10-16:00

Networking, advocacy and enabling strategies to engage the African Commission
and UN mechanisms
Presenter: Gaye Sowe
Discussions

16:00- 16:20

Drafting of a statement

16:20-16:30

The way forward
Closing Remarks

Annex 2. List of Participants
No
1

Name
Fredrick .E. Pius

Organization/Country
Youth & Children Art Foundation
- The Gambia

Email
yccafoundation@gmail.com

2

Fred Efosa Omobude

youthandchildrengambia@gmail.com

3

Osman Seesay

Youth and Children Foundation
– The Gambia
All Nation in Yahwehs Glory
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aniygi_organisation@yahoo.com

4

Abdulie Daramy

5

Julie Tieleman

6

Nasseva Dutour

7

Paul .B.Bangura

8

Masa Amir

9

Daniel .H. Allison

10

Micheal O. Davies

11

Muhammed L. Sonko

12

Donald Deen

13
14

Ngo Abeh Patience
Maxwell Nkambole

15

Ake Nel Christiano

16

Ousman Kargbo

17

Bakary Ceesay

18
19

Madi Jobarteh
Malamin .LM. Conteh

20

Kinetibeh Arega

21
22

Emerson Sykes
Panin O. Kerika

23

Endeko S. Endeko

24

Madi .S. Njie

25
26
27

Louisa Y. Ntaji
Tracy Davies
Jarray Jabbie

28

Lamin Colley
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International – Sierra Leone
Network of Ex-Asylum Seekers –
Sierra Leone
Colletif des Familles de disparus
en Algerie (CFDA) - Algeria
Colletif des Familles de disparus
en Algerie (CFDA) - Algeria
Conscience International Sierra
Leone (CISL) – Sierra Leone
Nazra For Feminist Studies Egypt
Liberia Coalition of Human
Rights Defenders - Liberia
International Institute for Child
Protection (IICP) – The Gambia
The Gambia Police Force Human
Rights Unit – The Gambia
NASO
REDHAC – Cameroon
Lawyers for Human Rights
Swaziland
A.P.D.H - Cote D’ivoire
Youth Welfare & Development –
Sierra Leone
Fandema Youth Association –
The Gambia
TANGO – The Gambia
The Point Newspaper –
The Gambia
UN-OHCHR
Ethiopia
ICNL – USA
Ngorongoro Youth Development
Association - Tanzania
Hadzabe Survival Council of
Tanzania
Network for Development
Initiative – The Gambia
C.U.S.A – The Gambia
C.U.S.A – The Gambia
National Union For the Disabled
– The Gambia
Gambia Organization of Visual

neasl2011@gmail.com
cfda@disparus-algerie.org
cfda@disparus-algerie.org
ci.sierraleone@gmail.com
masa@nazra.org
ajwdaniel@yahoo.com
humanrightsdefendersliberia@yahoo.com
interchildprotection@gmail.com
mlsonko@yahoo.com
donalddeen@yahoo.com
deenemnold@gmail.com
redhac.executifddhafricentrale@gmail.com
nkambolemaxwell@yahoo.co.uk
melxiano@gmail.com
melchristiano_ake@yahoo.com
osumane2006@yahoo.co.uk
bceesay77@yahoo.com
mjobarteh@tangogambia.org
cmalamin@hotmail.com
karega@uneca.org
esykes@icnl.org
paninkerika@yahoo.co.uk
nydangorongoro@yahoo.com
hadzabesurvival@yahoo.com
e.endeko@yahoo.com
madinj@yahoo.com
louisntaj@yahoo.com
liketracy100@yahoo.co.uk
gambianudy@yahoo.com
lcolley20@gmail.com

29

Ebrima Dibbasy

30

Isatou Jawara

31
32

Djibril Balde
Abdoulie John

33

Jacqueline Muhammad

34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Amadou Ceesay
Sadikh Nisass
Iba Sarr
Valdiodio Ndiaye
Abdou Rahman Sallah
Lawrence Peter
Abdoulie Dibba

41

Amadou Bah

42

Saikou Ceesay

43

Miriam Schneider

44
45

Saikou Jammeh
Christiana Jatta

46

Samson Itodo Esq.

47
48
49
50

Thomas Fuad Touray
Osude Uju.S
Hendry Annoh
Gamariel Mbayo

Impair – The Gambia
National Union Of Disabled
Youth – The Gambia
Market Place Newspaper –
The Gambia
IRRI - Uganda
Freelance Journalist
– The Gambia
Nobian queen Services –
The Gambia
ACDHRS – The Gambia
RADDHO - Senegal
RADDHO - Senegal
COSEDDH/ANAFA - Senegal
BAJ - Gambia
Mile 7 Bakau – The Gambia
FOROYAA Newspaper –
The Gambia
The Voice Newspaper – The
Gambia
All voice News Agency –
The Gambia
Conscience International (CI) –
The Gambia
Journalist – The Gambia
Student at the University of The
Gambia (UTG)
Human Rights Volunteer
Initiative - Nigeria
C.U.S.A – The Gambia
PRAWA - Nigeria
YEHCO - Gambia
Under the Same SUN - Tanzania

51

Vickey Ntetema

Under The Same Sun - Tanzania

vah.ntetema@gmail.com

52

Deo Mbakile

Under The Same Sun - Tanzania

deombakile@gmail.com

53

Sylvia Deen

54

Diallo Abdoul Gadiry

Concern women Initiative Sierra Leone
ROADDH/ WAHRM - Guinea

deen_sylvia@yahoo.com
civi_sylvia@yahoo.com
abdoul.2003@yahoo.com

55

Primrose Mungwari

Zimbabwe Women Lawyers
Association - Zimbabwe

primrose@zwla.co.zw
zwla@zwla.co.zw
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gambianudy@yahoo.com
Jawaraisatou25@gmail.com
djibril.balde@refugee-rights.org
abdouliejohn7@gmail.com
sales@nqs.gm
acdhrs@acdhrs.org
sniass@yahoo.fr
bassirou1@yahoo.fr
valdiofr@yahoo.fr
asallah6@yahoo.com
lawrence60@hotmail.com
walimang@gmail.com
bahamadou4075@yahoo.com
chelsea@aligat.org
info@conscience-international.net
miriamschneider02@gmail.com
Saiks2@gmail.com
Jata.christiana@yahoo.com
samson.itodo@hurvi.org
samlaw04@yahoo.com
cusagambia@gmail.com
ujuosude2005@yahoo.com
info@yehco.org
gamarielmboya84@gmail.com

Annex 3. List of Resource Persons

No

Name

Organization

Position

1

Clement Voule

International Service for Human Rights (ISHR)

Manager of Programs

2

Corlett Letlojane

Human Rights Institute of South Africa (HURISA)

Executive Director

3

Gaye Sowe

Institute for Human Rights and Development in
Africa (IHRDA)

Senior Legal Officer

4

Shaka Ceesay

Conscience International (CI)

Director

Annex 4. List of Coordination Team
No

Name

Organization

Position

1

Shaka Ceesay

Conscience International (CI)

Director

2

Phyllis Machuka

Conscience International (CI)

Finance and
Administrator

3

Fatoumata Darboe

Conscience International (CI)

Office Secretary

Annex 5. Organization Contact

Conscience International (CI)
16th Street Fajara
P. O. Box 4216 Bakau
The Gambia
Tel: +220 4498068 (office) Mobile: +220 7749631
Fax: +220 4498068
Email: info@conscience-international.net
ci.gambia@gmail.com
Website: www.conscience-international.net
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